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LOGO USAGE
Brand Integrity

Primary Usage

As a unified company, ABC Financial must project a single
image to the public. Whether the message is a print ad, email
or trade show giveaway, the proper logo, color and fonts help
remind people instantly of who we are.

Printing or display on white or light-colored backgrounds:

The ABC Financial logo is to be
used on all printed materials,
including, but not limited to:
brochures, flyers, ads, direct
mail pieces, newsletters and
documents.

Use when only black ink is available.

Printing or display on black or dark-colored backgrounds:

Use when only black ink is available.

When half-tones or multiple colors are not appropriate:
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ALTERED
Logos

Making changes to the approved
logo hurts the integrity of the brand.
Use the logo in its entirety. Do not
stretch it or edit it in any way. Do not
place the logo over backgrounds or
shapes that diminish legibility.

Do not use ABC with the swoosh
without the word Financial.
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Out-of-date
Logos

The logos shown on this page and
any derivatives of these logos are out
of date and should not be used.

quick. convenient.

quick. convenient.

REVENUE NOW!

revenue now!

revenue now!

Q U I C K .
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Product
Names and
Sub-brands
Some ABC products have their
own logos. Please use them when
referring to the various products.
They should not overpower the
ABC Financial logo, which is always
the primary logo when appearing
with the logos.
In some cases, it is acceptable to
use the product logo only, as long
as the identity of ABC Financial is
clear in related materials.

When referring to this product, it is officially
“MYiCLUBonline Club Member Portal.”

When referring to this product, it is officially
“DataTrak Club Management Software.”

When referring to this product, it is officially
“Revenue Now Cash Injection Service.”

When referring to this line of business, it is officially
“ABC Merchant Services.”

When referring to this line of business, it is officially
“Club Reporting System.”

When referring to this line of business, it is officially
“Online Business Center.”
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Style guide

ABC Financial
A, B, C and F are always capitalized and the other letters are
not to be capitalized if at all possible. ABC is an acceptable
abbreviation after the first mention.
abcfinancial.com
Never use the “www.” when referring to the web address.

To standardize our communications
and documents, the ABC writing
style is a critical part of our graphic
standards. While we typically follow
standard AP style, here are some
instances where there may be
confusion.

Clients
Club owners may be referred to as “clients.” Their customers
should be referred to as “members.”
DataTrak Club Management Software
The product name should be one word with the “T”
capitalized. It should be referred to as “Club Management
Software” in the first reference. Additional references can be
shortened to “DataTrak.”
Industry Reference
ABC Financial serves the fitness club industry. References to
gyms, health clubs, spas or wellness centers are less precise
and may be perceived as dated or inaccurate.
MYiCLUBonline Club Member Portal
This name should be capitalized as noted above. It should
not appear in all caps and “online” is not to be italicized. It
should be referred to as “MYiCLUBonline Member Portal” in
the first reference. Additional references can be shortened to
“MYiCLUBonline.”
Numbers
Spell out one through nine. Use numerals for 10 and up.
Phone Numbers
Use dashes between the area code and the prefix, not
parentheses.
Spaces
Put one space between sentences, not two.
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Color Use

Color is a vital part of branding
for ABC. Please use the official
colors in anything that represents
the company, whether it’s print or
electronic applications.

Pantone® :
CMYK:
Web:

Pantone® Black C
C = 0 M = 0 Y= 0 K=100
R35 G31 B32

Pantone® 109 C
C = 0 M =10 Y=100 K= 0
R255 G225 B0

Pantone® 424 C
C = 0 M = 0 Y= 0 K= 61
R126 G128 B130

Pantone® 422 C
C = 0 M = 0 Y= 0 K= 33
R182 G184 B186
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Typefaces

Any application, whether it is print
or electronic, internal or external,
should use the following fonts.
If you do not have or cannot easily
obtain Helvetica Neue, you may
substitute Arial.

55 Helvetica Neue Roman
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

56 Helvetica Neue Italic
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

75 Helvetica Neue Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

alternative:
Arial Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Arial Italic
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Arial Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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Letterhead

Stationery
Guidelines

•

SoFTwarE

•

MarkETing

abcfinancial.com

EFT

Our stationery and identification
materials were designed to present
a unified brand image to those both
within and outside of the company.

ABC Financial Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 6800
Sherwood AR 72124

Letterhead
The official template shown here
is available by contacting Paul Sage
at paul.sage@abcfinancial.com.

Business Cards

Business card - with direct line

P.O. Box 6800
Sherwood AR 72124
abcfinancial.com

EFT • SoFTwarE • MarkETing

There are two primary templates for
business cards: one for employees
with a direct line and one for
employees without a direct line.

Jane Jones
Club Marketing Manager

direct
toll free
mobile
fax

501-515-5897
800-515-5000 ext. 8888
501-515-5000
501-515-5555

jane.jones@abcfinancial.com

P.O. Box 6800
Sherwood AR 72124
abcfinancial.com
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EFT • SoFTwarE • MarkETing

Business card - without direct line

John Smith
Business Development Manager

toll free
local
mobile
fax

800-515-5000 ext. 9999
501-515-5000 ext. 9999
501-515-5000
501-515-5555

john.smith@abcfinancial.com
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Logo Usage
Size and Space
Considerations
To ensure clarity and legibility, the
ABC Financial logo should never be
displayed at any size smaller than
3/4” wide from beginning of “a” to
the end of the yellow “swoosh.”
To maximize impact, allow for
space free of other graphics or text
surrounding the logo. This “safety
zone” should be, at minimum,
twice the height of the word
“FINANCIAL” and should exist on
all sides if space allows.

0.75”

x2

Lines of Business
ABC Financial provides three
primary services: EFT, software
and marketing. They can be
included near the logo when space
allows to help clarify the identity of
ABC. They should be mentioned in
that order and be placed in a box
the same height as “Financial” in
the logo.

EFT • SOFTWARE • MARKETING

EFT • SOFTWARE • MARKETING

Tagline
Further emphasizing our
company’s principles is our
tagline, “Developing Relationships.
Delivering Results.” This can also
be included near the logo when
space allows using Helvetica Neue
Bold in all caps the same height as
“Financial” in the logo. The tag-line
may also appear alone in all caps,
Helvetica Neue Bold.
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Promotional
Items

There is often a need for
promotional items to be given
to clients and potential clients,
or used at a trade show. If
personalized with the company’s
name, please use the ABC
Financial logo. To obtain this logo in
the proper formats, please contact
Paul Sage or Heather Fussell.
When possible, the items should be
yellow (as close to Pantone® 109 as
possible), black or grey or a neutral
color such as white or charcoal.
Avoid contrasting colors such
as blue, red or green, as they do
nothing to build brand identity and
may be more closely associated
with our competitors.
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LEGAL

In advertising or other printed materials,
the proper legal phrasing is:
© 2010 ABC Financial Services, Inc.

Contact
If you have any questions regarding these standards or
need any materials provided, please contact:
Paul Sage at:
paul.sage@abcfinancial.com
or Heather Fussell at:
heather.fussell@abcfinancial.com
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